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Myanmar:
Country and Script



Myanmar

54 million people ≅ Spain

676,578 km2 ≅ Texas

Per capita GDP ≅ India/Pakistan 
(4X since 2000!)

Fastest growing internet market 
in Asia (especially since ~2012 
reforms)



What is Zawgyi?

Alice writes a message on Zawgyi device: ...and Bob can’t read it on a Unicode device:

WTF?



80 code points
for Burmese 
language

Used by 
other 
Myanmar 
script 
languages

Screenshot used with permission from Microsoft.



All 160 
needed for 
Burmese 
language!

8 code points vs.  
1 in Unicode! 

Screenshot used with permission from Microsoft.



Multiethnic, Multilingual Myanmar

● 68% Burmese (Bamar): 32M
● 9% Shan (Tai): 3.2M
● 7% Karen (several varieties) 2.6M
● 4% Arakanese (Rakhine): 2.4M
● 3% Chin and Kachin (Jingpho): 1.7M
● 2% Mon: 750K
● 1% Rohingya: 400K
● 6% other

...mostly using Myanmar script



Problems with Zawgyi

● Not a different encoding → “pretends” to be Unicode

● Co-opts Myanmar script codepoints → cannot encode non-Burmese languages

● Many ways to produce the ~same visual → hard to type, search, sort, etc.

● Large installed base/momentum → hard for users to adopt Unicode



Burmese &
Google Search
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Google Search for "မြန်မာနိုင်င"ံ (the country Myanmar)

Zawgyi font and query: Unicode font and query:

Better image results

Wikipedia is first result

Text results are 
less reputable

UI strings are garbled!
Number of results:
  Unicode: 3 million
  Zawgyi: 100 thousand

Less relevant images

in mid 2017 (1 year ago)
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Goal

Google's mission: to organize the world's information and 
make it universally accessible and useful.

Unicode and Zawgyi content should be easy to find 
and read, no matter if the user has Unicode fonts, 
Zawgyi fonts, or both.
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What was broken in Google Search

1. Indexing documents

2. Search queries

3. Search Engine Results Page (SERP)
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What was broken in Google Search... and how we fixed it

1. Indexing documents

We detected Zawgyi with regular expressions. Poor precision/recall.

Text outside the Burmese Unicode range was incorrectly considered Zawgyi.
Documents in Mon or Shan would be mangled!

Fix: new probabilistic Zawgyi detector/converter.

2. Search queries

3. Search Engine Results Page (SERP)
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What was broken in Google Search... and how we fixed it

1. Indexing documents

2. Search queries

Mostly in Zawgyi... which doesn't match the Unicode we index.

Fix: apply Zawgyi detector/converter, with hedge for uncertainty.

3. Search Engine Results Page (SERP)
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What was broken in Google Search... and how we fixed it

1. Indexing documents

2. Search queries

3. Search Engine Results Page (SERP)

Entire SERP is in Unicode: UI elements, snippets of search results.

On devices with Zawgyi font, Unicode strings are garbled.

Fix: deploy Web Font on SERP so that Unicode appears correctly.
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Live demo of Burmese Google search today

Zawgyi query for "Myanmar"

Unicode query for "Myanmar"

https://www.google.com.mm/search?hl=my&q=%E1%80%BB%E1%80%99%E1%80%94%E1%80%B9%E1%80%99%E1%80%AC%E1%82%8F%E1%80%AD%E1%80%AF%E1%80%84%E1%80%B9%E1%80%84%E1%80%B6
https://www.google.com.mm/search?hl=my&q=%E1%80%99%E1%80%BC%E1%80%94%E1%80%BA%E1%80%99%E1%80%AC%E1%80%94%E1%80%AD%E1%80%AF%E1%80%84%E1%80%BA%E1%80%84%E1%80%B6


Deep Dive: Zawgyi 
Detection/Conversion



How to test if a string is Zawgyi or Unicode?

It's a hard problem: There is no perfect signal for detecting Unicode vs Zawgyi.  
Requires probabilistic models.

Option 1: Heuristics

● For example, handwritten regular expression rules
● Tends to overpredict Zawgyi, especially with Shan/Mon/Karen
● Does not work well with mixed content (yes/no classification only)

Option 2: Machine Learning

● Uses sample data and teaches an algorithm to predict



Machine Learning to Detect Zawgyi

Models evaluated:

1. Markov chain
○ Transition 

probabilities
2. NGram (2-gram)

○ Likelihood of 
code point pairs

3. LSTM
○ Neural network

Our Pick

(heuristic)



Zawgyi glyphUnicode glyph

Big Positive: 
transition much more 
likely in Unicode text

Big Negative: 
transition much more 
likely in Zawgyi text

Small: 
transition not 
significantly 
more likely in 
one encoding 
over the other

Score: -24.0087
Zawgyi Probability: 1.0000

Score: +10.6639
Zawgyi Probability: 0.0000
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Classifier precision on Burmese queries
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Mon Language Before/After
September 13, 2017 August 30, 2018
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Conversion, too!

Z → U and U → Z

CLDR transliteration rules. Why?

1. Standardized syntax
2. One source of truth: any client of 

transliteration uses the same rule file
3. Ecosystem: ICU4C+ICU4J

Also available as an auto-generated 
standalone script in Java and JavaScript 
(no ICU dependency)



Our library is 
open-source!

github.com/googlei18n/myanmar-tools

Available in package repositories.

Live Demo

https://github.com/googlei18n/myanmar-tools/
http://zawgyi-unicode-test.appspot.com/convertui/
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What about ambiguous queries?

Classifier is uncertain for some queries.

Fortunately, most ambiguous queries are 
unchanged when we run our 
Zawgyi-to-Unicode converter!

For the remaining queries (3%), we can try 
both the unconverted and converted 
version of the query.

Incoming Google Search Queries 
by Probability of Zawgyi Encoding, 

as of mid 2017

Strong Zawgyi:
78.7%

Strong Unicode: 
0.9%Uncertain: 20.5%



What’s Next?
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Work on an app that shows user-generated content?

● Detect & Convert Zawgyi

○ Open source tools: github.com/googlei18n/myanmar-tools

○ At indexing and query/input time

● Use Web Font for UI messages

○ Noto Sans Myanmar is free/open source google.com/get/noto

○ Noto Sans Myanmar UI Webfont at fonts.google.com/earlyaccess

http://github.com/googlei18n/myanmar-tools
http://www.google.com/get/noto
http://fonts.google.com/earlyaccess
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A path to full Unicode?

● Shorter term: defragment Zawgyi support in Android

● Longer term: two-way communication between Zawgyi & Unicode devices

● Long Term Challenge: more human than technical
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Short Term: Defragment Android Zawgyi

● Currently a mess

○ various implementations, fonts, locale codes used by different OEMs

○ Unicode-compliant apps look garbled when phone in Zawgyi mode

● Make any Unicode app UI “just work” (even if phone is in “Zawgyi mode”)

● Standardize locale codes

○ should make it easier for apps to know what mode a user is in

○ makes it easier to switch back & forth

● Compatibility library APIs

○ detection/conversion for content, etc.
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2-way communication between Zawgyi & Unicode devices

● Most urgent long-term problem (due to network effect)

● No clear solution yet (invisible characters? detect-and-convert?)

● Would need to be cross-platform, backwards- and forwards-compatible

● Let us know if have ideas / want to contribute!

○ lswartz@google.com 

mailto:lswartz@google.com
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Long Term Challenge: More Human than Technical

● Zawgyi has huge installed base/mindshare

● Conflation of fonts & input methods

○ need “Zawgyi style” Unicode input

● Under-appreciation of Zawgyi’s problems

○ especially effect on non-Burmese languages



(Questions & answers)


